This paper presents an approach aimed at creating business ontologies for knowledge codification in company. It is based on the principles of ontological engineering and cognitive psychology. Ontologies that describe the main concepts of knowledge are used both for knowledge creation and codification. The proposed framework is targeted at the development of methodologies that can scaffold the process of knowledge structuring and orchestrating for better understanding and knowledge sharing. The orchestrating procedure is the kernel of ontology development. The main stress is put on using visual techniques of mind mapping. Cognitive bias and some results of Gestalt psychology are highlighted as a general guideline. The ideas of balance, clarity, and beauty are applied to the ontology orchestrating procedures. The examples are taken mainly from the project management practice. The paper contributes to managerial practice by describing the practical recommendations for effective knowledge management based on ontology engineering and knowledge structuring techniques.
Introduction
Top managers and IT analysts are continually challenged by the need to analyse massive volumes and varieties of multilingual and multimedia data for decision making. There is special interest in knowledge work in the modern organizations (Cunha & Putnik, 2006; Leydesdorff, 2006) .
Knowledge management (KM) is one of the powerful approaches to solve these problems (Firestone & McElroy, 2005) . KM is aimed at solving the problems of information overload, 'brain drain', misunderstanding, low efficiency and information-based difficulties. But for top managers and business analysts it is still a rather new, eclectic domain that draws upon areas like system thinking, cognitive science, management and communication psychology. Accordingly, KM has been, and still is, in danger from fragmentation, incoherence and superficiality. The paper presents a new approach to practical codification of knowledge conceptual structures (or ontologies) to support KM processes. This approach can help practitioners in the visual design of ontologies.
Central problems for supporting all phases of knowledge processing are the productivity of the knowledge workers and the effective usage of special professional techniques. Company staff and employees as knowledge workers require support and guidelines for knowledge sharing and codification processes within the KM framework (Eppler & Platts, 2009 ).
During the last decade, visual knowledge mapping has become one of the key considerations in KM and enterprise modelling methodology and it is heavily associated with ontology design and development (O'Donnell et al, 2002; Vestal, 2005) . Alongside this, so-called learning business ontologies have arguably come to play a central role in knowledge transfer and sharing. These ontologies, which are built on conceptual skeleton of the organizational domain knowledge, might serve various purposes such as better understanding, knowledge sharing, and collaborative learning, problem solving, seeking advice, or developing competences by learning from peers.
Recently, ontological engineering perspective has gained interest in the domain of organizational learning (especially blended learning) and cognitive psychology involving the study of the structure and patterns of knowledge. These studies rely heavily on theory and tools from knowledge engineering analysis that has already a longstanding tradition in the knowledge-based systems domain (Mizoguchi & Bordeau, 2007) . The tools and techniques developed in this domain can be applied fruitfully in the field of company knowledge structuring and design (Schreiber, 2000; Knight et al, 2006) .
Ontological engineering can also be used as an effective research instrument to study how the structure and patterns of the domain knowledge are related to business processes and information management. Much of the research so far has focused on a limited number of formal representations that are typically easy to be developed while cognitive and methodological issues are rather underestimated. Furthermore, categorization and laddering as the creative synthesizing activities also did not receive much attention in modern knowledge studies while they proofed their importance in socio-technical and management research.
Regardless of how ontological engineering is used, in all cases it is necessary to analyse the design procedure. The described ontologies were designed and orchestrated for the courses on KM delivered by the author in face-to-face and e-learning formats for MBA and EMBA programmes in Graduate School of Management at Saint-Petersburg State University, HEС (Paris) and Aalto University (Helsinki).
The aim of this study is to develop the methodology and some practical recommendations how to train practitioners for design of visual ontologies that can be used for knowledge codification, transfer, sharing and dissemination in companies. These ontologies may support business decision making efficiently also.
We start with reference to the structuring methods that can help the knowledge work. Ontology is in focus as a tool for the systemic hierarchical conceptual specification of any complex object or business domain. We provide our vision of the mainstream state-of-the-art categorization in ontological engineering that may help the knowledge analyst to figure out what type of ontology he/she really needs. We put stress on visual design and use of mind mapping and concept mapping as they proved to be powerful visual tools. Next, we simplify different approaches, terms and notations for practical use and propose a four-step recipe for practical visual ontology design. Then we provide our case to illustrate the using of the described recipe to practical business ontology design. We conclude with some implication for ontology usage for effective KM practice and decision making. This paper traces the cognitive foundations of business ontology design and development using the methods of structured ontological engineering. The paper attempts to propose the new methodology and practical tips how to help the knowledge workers to develop business ontologies. The methodology combines system approach with cognitive ergonomics principals. The purpose of the described methodology is to provide business analysts in companies with the distinct recommendations in ontology design and orchestrating for better knowledge transfer and sharing. The skilful knowledge workers can truly increase the productivity and sustainability of modern business practice in the innovative service-oriented economy by using proposed approach.
Business ontologies
The numerous well-known definitions of 'ontology' -this milestone term - (Neches et al, 1991; Gruber, 1993; Guarino & Giaretta, 1995; Uschold, 1998; Mizogushi & Bourdeau, 2000) may be generalized as 'Ontology is a hierarchically structured set of terms for describing an arbitrary domain' (Gómez-Pérez et al, 2004) .
Ontologies can be used to describe any particular business world. But our experience in training shows that no one can deal with ontologies without knowledge engineering practice.
The lack of structured guidelines and methods hinders the development of shared and consensual ontologies within and between the teams. Moreover, it makes the extension of a given ontology by others, its reuse in other ontologies, and final applications difficult (Guarino & Giaretta, 1995) .
The idea of using visual structuring of ontologies or any other information model to improve the quality of knowledge transfer, general awareness and understanding is not new. For more than 20 years mind mapping (Busan, 2005) and concept mapping (Sowa, 1984; Jonassen, 1998; Conlon, 2006) has been used for providing structures and mental models that support the process of organizational learning.
As such, the visual representation of general domain concepts facilitates and supports employees' understanding of both substantive and syntactic knowledge. Many managers, especially those who work with novices, operate as a knowledge analysts or knowledge engineers by making visible the skeleton of the company knowledge and showing the domain's conceptual structure (Kinchin et al, 2005) . Also this structure may be later represented as 'ontology'.
However, ontology-based approach to knowledge representation in companies is a relatively new development. Ontology is a set of distinctions we make in understanding and viewing the world. There are numerous definitions of this milestone term (Neches et al, 1991; Gruber, 1993; Guarino & Giaretta, 1995; Gómez-Pérez et al, 2004) . Together, these definitions clarify the ontological approach to knowledge structuring while giving enough freedom to open-ended, creative thinking. So, for example, ontological engineering can provide a clear presentation of company main concepts (services, processes, projects, etc.) and their inter-relationships.
Many researchers and practitioners argue about distinctions between ontology and a conceptual model. We suppose that ontology corresponds to the analyst's view of the conceptual model, but is not de facto the model itself. There are more than one hundred of the techniques and notations that help to define and to visualize the conceptual models. Ontologies now supposed to be the most universal and sharable forms of such modelling.
It originated in knowledge engineering (Boose, 1990; Wielinga et al, 1992; Tu et al, 1995) , and then it was transferred to KM (Fensel, 2001) . Ontologies are useful structuring tools, in that they provide an organizing axis along which every specialist can mentally mark his vision in the information hyper-space of domain knowledge. Frequently, it is impossible to express the information as a single ontology. Accordingly, company knowledge storage provides for a set of related ontologies. Some problems may occur when moving from one ontological space to another, but constructing meta-ontologies may help to resolve these problems.
Meta-ontology provides more general description dealing with higher level abstractions. Figure 1 illustrates different ontology classifications in the form of the mind map. Mind mapping (Buzan, 2005) and concept mapping (Novak & Cañas, 2006) are now widely used for visualizing of the ontologies at the design stage.
A mind map is a diagram used to represent words, ideas, tasks, or other items linked to and arranged around a central key word or idea. The central topic sits in the middle with related topics branching out from it. Ideas are further broken down and extended until knowledge analyst has fully explored each branch of the map. Mind maps are used to generate, visualize, structure, and classify ideas, and as an aid in study, organization, and writing. British popular psychology author Tony Buzan claims to have invented modern mind mapping. Buzan argues that while 'traditional' outlines force readers to scan left to right and top to bottom, readers actually tend to scan the entire page in a non-linear fashion.
A concept map is a diagram showing the relationships among concepts. Such maps are graphical tools for organizing and representing knowledge. They include concepts, usually enclosed in circles or boxes of some type, and relationships between concepts indicated by a connecting line linking two concepts. One way to use concept maps for KM is to have specialists create maps about their professional activity. This allows managers to determine the level of knowledge of shared knowledge.
The concept maps represent and clearly name both objects and relations between objects, while mind maps only present objects and the hierarchy of them. The mind map and concept map modelling can be applied to developing those KM systems where general understanding is more important than factual details.
Ontology visual design also may be used as a procedure with big expressive power to externalize the company knowledge. Such expressive tools give the professionals the opportunity to express their own models about reality and so give others the chance to learn through these representing, exploring and reflecting on the consequences of ontologies.
Knowledge entities that represent static knowledge of the domain are stored in the hierarchical order in the knowledge repository and can be reused by others. At the same time those knowledge entities can be also reused in description of the properties or methodological approach as applied in the context of another related knowledge entity.
By static knowledge we mean that the main knowledge patterns don't change at some given period of time. They are supposed to be the same during the substantial period. 
Ontological engineering
We propose a new scheme for describing the ontological engineering as presented in Figure 2 . It covers all the issues of ontology development and applications. But it is an unfortunate tradition that technological aspects are much more explored than the methodological ones. Ontology development still faces the knowledge acquisition bottleneck problem, as it was described in the work of Guarino & Giaretta (1995) . Even the last decade when some effective tutorials on ontology development were presented (Mizoguchi & Bourdeau, 2000; Noy & McGuinness, 2001) , the absence of structured guidelines and methods hindered the development of shared and consensual ontologies within and between teams; the extension of a given ontology by others; and its reuse in other ontologies and final applications. Until now, few domain-independent methodological approaches have been reported for building ontologies (Blazquez et al, 1998; Fensel, 2001; Noy & McGuinness, 2001; Dicheva & Aroyo, 2004) . These methodologies have in common that they start from the identification of the purpose of the ontology and the need for domain knowledge acquisition. However, having acquired a significant amount of knowledge, major researchers propose a formal language expressing the idea as a set of intermediate representations and then generating the ontology using translators. These representations bridge the gap between how people see a domain and the languages in which ontologies are formalized.
The business analyst as the ontology developer comes up against the additional problem of not having any sufficiently tested and generalized methodologies recommending what activities to perform and at what stage of the ontology development process these activities should be performed. That is, each ontologist usually follows his/her own set of principles, design criteria, and steps in the ontology development process. This paper proposes a clear, explicit approach to ontology design -to use the visual, iconic representation in a form of a tree or set of tree diagrams/structures. The figures will illustrate the idea how ontology can bridge the gap between the chaos of unstructured knowledge and a clearly mapped representation. However, ontology developers who are unfamiliar with or simply inexperienced in the languages in which ontologies are coded, (e.g. DAML, OIL, RDF) may find it difficult to understand how such ontologies have been created, and, conversely, even how to build a new ontology.
At the basic level of knowledge representation, within the context of everyday heuristics, it is easier for analysts to simply draw the ontology using conventional 'pen and pencil' techniques. It is useful and illuminating to allow specialists to create multiple representations (perhaps using different tools) of the same content.
Simple recipe for ontology design
The existing methodologies describing ontology life cycle (Uschold & Gruninger, 1996; Mizogushi & Bourdeau, 2000; Sebastian et al, 2008; Blanchard et al, 2009 ) deal with general phases and sometimes don't discover the design process in details. Although in major works the emphasis is put on ontology specification (or coding), we would like to elucidate again the essentials of ontology capture in the simplest form as a recipe for 'dummies' (Gavrilova et al, 2006):
Step A. Goals, strategy, and boundary identification.
Step B. Glossary development and meta-concept identification.
Step C. Laddering, including categorization and specification.
Step D. Orchestrating or refinement. Figure 1 ) is being built (taxonomy, partonomy, genealogy, etc.) and what level of granularity the concepts is. We also need to elucidate the scope or 'boundaries' of the ontology, before compiling a glossary. That effort is done at this step, as it affects the following stages of the design.
B. Glossary development and meta-concept identification
This time-consuming step is devoted to gathering all the information relevant to the professional domain. The main goal of this step is selecting and verbalizing all of the essential objects and concepts in the domain. A battery of knowledge elicitation techniques may be used -from interviews to free association word lists.
C. Laddering, including categorization and specification
Having all the essential objects and concepts of the domain in hand, the next step is to define the main levels of abstraction. Consequently, the high-level hierarchies among the concepts should be revealed and the hierarchy should be represented visually on the defined levels. This could be done via a top-down strategy by trying to break the high-level concept from the root of the previously built hierarchy, by detailing and specifying instance of concepts. Revealing a structured hierarchy is one of the main goals at this stage. Another way is generalization via bottom-up structuring strategy. Associating similar concepts to create meta-concepts from leaves of the aforementioned hierarchy could do this. The main difficulty is forming categories by creating high-level concepts and/or breaking them into a set of detailed ones where it is needed. Categorization is one of the higher cognitive activities, and it is a teacher's work to create and label all the main categories, sub-categories, and concepts of the teaching content. The other employees may be involved in this process also. The collaborative work in groups sometimes gives positive synergetic effect if it puts stress on structuring methodology.
D. Orchestration
This term means the harmonious organization (MerriamWebster Online Dictionary, 2008) . The final step is devoted to updating the visual ontology structure by excluding any excessiveness, synonymy, and contradictions. The main goal of this final step is to create a beautiful or harmonious ontology.
Beauty is a characteristic of an object, or idea that provides a perceptual experience of pleasure, meaning, or satisfaction. Beauty is studied as part of aesthetics, sociology, social psychology, and culture. Of course there are cultural differences in perception of beauty. The experience of 'beauty' often involves the interpretation of some entity as being in balance and harmony with nature, which may lead to feelings of attraction and emotional well-being. Because this is a subjective experience, it is often said that 'beauty is in the eye of the beholder' (Martin, 2007) . But in many cases people agree at the evidently beautiful structures.
The ideas of 'beautification' are well known in basic studies beginning from the search for beautiful formula, model, or result. Beauty was always a very strong criterion of scientific truth. We believe that harmony and clarity are the main properties that make an ontology beautiful.
Visual ontology orchestrating
Bearing in mind that corporate ontologies are to be used not only as a knowledge component of the KM system but also as a mind tool for comprehensiveness and better understanding, we tried to follow the principle of good shape (or beauty) that is not new in basic scientific abstraction and modelling (e.g. physics, chemistry, etc.). It is difficult to give the formal definition of this concept but it features the imprecise sense of harmonious or aesthetically pleasing proportionality and balance. The most substantial impulse to it was given by the German psychologist Max Wertheimer. His criteria of good Gestalt (image or pattern) (Wertheimer, 1945) we partially transferred to ontological engineering:
• Law of Pragnanz (the law of good shape) -the organization of any structure in the nature or cognition will be as good as the prevailing conditions allow. 'Good' here means regular, complete, balanced, and/or symmetrical.
• Law of Parsimony -the simplest example is the best (the Ockham's razor principle): entities should not be multiplied unnecessarily.
• In the case of building ontological hierarchies, we have to keep in mind that a well balanced hierarchy corresponds to a strong and comprehensible representation of the domain knowledge. We enlist below some tips that we consider useful in formulating the idea of 'harmony' (Gavrilova, 2010): • Concepts of one level should be linked to their parent concept by one type of relationships, for example, 'is-a', 'has part', etc. This means that concepts of one layer have similar nature and level of granularity.
• The ontology tree should be balanced, that is, the depth of the paths in the ontological tree should be more or less equal (±2 nodes). This will also insure that the general layout is symmetrical. Asymmetry means that shorter branch is less investigated or longer one is too detailed (see Figure 3 ).
• Cross-links should be avoided as much as possible.
Moreover, when building an ontology, which is used for information visualization and browsing, it is important to pay attention to clarity. Minimizing the number of concepts is the best tip according to the Law of Parsimony. The maximal number of branches and the number of levels may follow Miller's 'magical number' (7±2), which is related to the human capacity for processing information (Miller, 1956) .
'Beautification' bias works as a strong methodological approach that helps find the points (nodes) of 'growth', 'weak' branches, inconsistence, and excessiveness. But, in fact, specific domain knowledge features may be of higher priority than design principles.
We have produced several simple hints to refine and illuminate the ontology's design stage.
1. Use different font sizes for different levels. 2. Use different colours to distinguish particular subsets or branches. 3. Use a vertical layout of the tree structure/diagram. 4. If needed, use different shapes for different types of nodes.
We have already developed more than 20 business ontologies (Gavrilova & Laird, 2005) .
Also several research ontologies were developed to help the research community to generalize their shared understanding -the domains were 'user modelling' (with Peter Brusilovsky and Michael Yudelson) (Brusilovsky et al, 2005) , ontologies in education (with Darina Dicheva and Sergey Sosnovsky) (Gavrilova et al, 2005a, b) and medicine (Gavrilova & Bolotnikova, 2012) .
As we are speaking about the pre-design stage of creating light-weight ontologies (without formalizing into OWL or other language), the usage of any available graphical editors may be helpful. These editors work as powerful assistants. The best results we received were when using mind mapping and concept mapping tools.
But any effective computer program for ontological engineering should perform the functions described for structuring the stages of a subject domain. Accordingly, it should correspond to the phenomenological nature of the knowledge elicitation involved using different appropriate algorithms. This program must support the knowledge engineer through incorporating 'game rules' that are clearing, transparent, and functional. Ideally, the knowledge engineer should be able to tailor the program to his or her specific requirements. Concerning this, each analytical stage may be represented visually and accurately modelling the knowledge domain, an element that has already been realized in some commercial expert system shells. To achieve these goals, a set of special visual tool were developed and named CAKE-2, VICONT, PORTO, and VITA (together with Tim Geleverya, Alex Voinov, Vitaliy Fertman, and Vladimir Gorovoy). They illustrate the idea of knowledge mappability as applied to data extraction, analysis, and structuring for heterogeneous knowledge base design (Gavrilova & Voinov, 1998; Gavrilova et al, 2004 Gavrilova et al, -2006 Gavrilova et al, , 2010 Gavrilova et al, , 2012 .
Developing practical business ontologies
We can propose different types of business ontologies that can substantially aid effective knowledge sharing:
• Main concepts ontology (or conceptual structure).
• Historical ontology (genealogy).
• Partonomy of the complex processes and products, where the main relation between learning objects is 'has_part'.
• Taxonomy of the customers, services, methods and techniques, etc.
Ontology-based approach is universal. In this section, we describe our attempt to develop the ontology from the scratch. We have tried to report the exact practical procedures we followed at each step by including all the visual structures.
The example below illustrates the ontology that describes the skeleton of the project as the main concept of the project management domain. It integrates the main theoretical and practical issues of this multi-disciplinary and multi-faceted area. Project-based approach is now very popular in many sectors of business.
Steps A and B: goals identification and glossary development As previously mentioned the first steps in building ontology consist of strategic planning and collecting information in the domain. Then the glossary building of terms for the domain is conducted. To build a glossary for project management, we have collected the terms from Project a b Figure 3 Well-balanced (a) and ill-balanced (b) ontologies.
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide, 2008), our experience and tutorials. All terms were extracted manually. Table 1 presents the combined unsorted glossary.
Some preliminary hierarchies may be revealed on the basis of the glossary. The mind map can be useful for visual structuring of these hierarchies and will be created at the next step.
Step C: laddering This step contains the sequence of the stages to create an ontology for the 'project' concept. The main goal of the first stage is to create the sets of preliminary ideas and notions and to categorize those terms into concepts. Figure 4 presents the mind map of that initial categorization. Since the categorization in this stage was preliminary, some of terms might not fit into any of the initial categorization.
At the next stage we compose more precise concepts and hierarchies by analysing the glossary and previously built elements. First, we employed the top-down design strategy to create meta-concepts such as 'Influence', 'Life cycle', 'Management processes' etc., then using the bottom-up strategy, we tried to fit the terms and concepts into the meta-concept. Moreover, we created the relationships between the concepts. The output of this stage is a large and detailed map, which covers the project management domain in a hierarchical way. Because of the huge size of this map it is difficult to include it in the paper; for this reason only the three-level mind map is presented in Figure 5 .
The main goal of this stage is the creation of a set of preliminary concepts and the categorization of those terms from the glossary into meta-concepts. In other words, we combined concepts into more general and abstract notions and created the structure by summarizing or synthesis. In that way we have composed more precise concepts and hierarchies by analysing the glossary and previously built visual structure.
Why do we need to do two opposite actions with the same series? These actions -synthesis and analysis -are essential for the development of a new concept at first and allow to form a general idea on the basis of elementary concepts. It helps to check if everything is neatly set up in the structure.
At the final stage of this step, the initial visual structure of the glossary terms is examined. Working with concepts, we combined the concepts and terms in the meta-concepts and have established a relationship between them. As a result the ontology was only enriched with the new concepts according to relations among them, so the ontology was developed as a flat structure. Understanding the specific of the domain area and the relationship among the constructed concepts, the expert in the project management can revise the created hierarchical structure to conjunct some meta-concepts according to the domain area-specific knowledge.
For example, knowing that the life cycle of the project consists of the determined phases and each of these phases and the whole project have the same management processes, we can put the concept 'Management processes' under the concept 'Life cycle' into the hierarchical structure. As well, the 'Methodology' concept can include the 'Life cycle' and 'Documentation' sub-concepts. So the Figure 4 Trivial categorization.
Gestalt principles of creating learning business ontologies
Tatiana Gavrilova et al knowledge of the domain area allows us to revise not only the hierarchical relations between meta-concept and their concepts but also join some meta-concepts into new ones using the domain expert knowledge. Therefore, based on the detailed map, we built the new general ontology shown in Figure 6 . The visual structures presented at this step 'Laddering' illustrate the idea of how an ontology can bridge the gap between the chaos of unstructured data presented in the glossary and be a clear means of showing mapped representations. 
Project
Figure 6 General ontology.
Gestalt principles of creating learning business ontologies
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Step D: refinement and orchestration As described in the algorithm, the final step is devoted to making the ontology beautiful from ontology engineering point of view. We used practical tips and hints mentioned above that can harmonize the designing of an ontology.
In addition, we re-built the general ontology while taking into consideration the harmony and clarity factors. Comparing Figures 6 and 7 one can see these changes. Consequently, we tried to balance the depth of the branches. Another feature of harmony is having the same relationship at each level. Since this is not easy to achieve, we tried to differentiate the level of the nodes based on the relationships in the same depth. For example, all nodes with the 'has' relationship are at the same level and all the node with the 'has part' relationship are also at the same level. Moreover, to achieve clarity we removed all unnecessary nodes and use the standard relationships that are easy to understand.
And after using the above-mentioned recipe the ultimate ontology was developed (see Figure 7) .
We understand that other specialists in another company may design the totally different ontology. This fact proves again the subjective nature of ontology design especially on the upper levels of domain ontologies. Although the leaves of the tree may be very resembling the branches could vary both in number and name. It may be explained by the different style and manner of the categorization procedure used by the analysts.
Categorization deals with the creating of classes of objects that share common features. If two analysts see different features they will compose different categorization trees. They both may be correct. However, there is no visible way to assess the quality of those ontologies besides finding of a super-expert who may become the judge.
Future research directions
All the visual models of knowledge are node-link representations in which ideas are located in nodes and connected to other related ideas through a series of labelled links. The research on knowledge mapping in the last decade has produced a number of consistent and interesting findings (O'Donnell et al, 2002; Dicheva & Dichev, 2008) . People recall more central ideas when they learn from mind map or ontology than when they learn from text and those with low verbal ability or low prior knowledge often benefit the most. The use of ontology engineering also appears to amplify the benefits associated with structured approach. Fruitful areas for future research on ontology mapping include examining whether visual representations reduce cognitive load, how map learning is influenced by the structure of the information to be learned, and the possibilities for transfer.
The future research will be devoted to the theoretical and methodological issues of categorizing and laddering processes. It seems to be challenging to study the feasibility of using the suggested approach in the new forms of company learning, for example, blended education. The great interest in visual approach is seen in many new graphical business models. These models are roadmaps or strategic plans (Alitek Consulting, 2003) , knowledge maps (O'Donnell et al, 2002) that show where knowledge is stored in companies, topic maps aimed at the representation and interchange of knowledge, with an emphasis on the findability of information (Dicheva & Dichev, 2005) and many others.
Cognitive aesthetics in ontology design covers a range of aspects from visual presentation and the elegance of the underlying structure to less tangible aspects such as user comprehension and satisfaction; a good ontology will provide a rich user understanding and afford intellectual stimulation. We are seeing the emergence of cognitive ergonomics as a growing research area and the development of increasingly sophisticated tools such as special metrics and indicators of user perception engagement, yet much work remains to be done to maximize the true teaching potential that is now available to ontology designers.
Our next projects are devoted to the study of deeper cognitive basics of structuring processes and are aimed at developing of technologies and tools that scaffolds the visual design and representing of the learning ontologies.
Conclusion
The described approach and the numerous study of many researchers (Eisenstadt et al, 1990; Davies et al, 2002 Figure 7 Harmony and clarity in the ontology.
Gómez-Pérez et al, 2004) allow us to sketch some patterns of use what to enhance the effectiveness of visual ontological models. Ontology mapping appears to be particularly beneficial when it is used in an ongoing way to consolidate or crystallize corporate experiences. In this mode, visual mapping in a reflective way help to enhance knowledge acquisition from the communication. Now we can see how many new visual models (roadmaps, knowledge maps, topic maps, etc.) have become popular in business applications. Some of them have also an ontological base. It seems that in the future visual ontological design will be a must in enterprise modelling.
Our research stresses the role of ontology orchestrating for developing ontologies quickly, efficiently and effectively. We follow David Johnassen's idea of 'using concept maps as a mind tool'. The use of visual paradigm to represent and support the knowledge codification process not only helps professionals to concentrate on the problem rather than on details, but also enables specialists to process and understand great volumes of information.
The development of beautiful knowledge structures in the form of ontologies provide learning supports and scaffolds that may improve the understanding of substantive knowledge. As such, they can play a part in the overall pattern of KM by facilitating for example analysis, comparison, generalization, and transferability of understanding to analogous problems.
Constructing a single ontology may be used for different purposes depending on the application. Here it needs to mention that the majority of business ontologies will play several roles depending on their usage. The same ontology can be used for training purposes, for knowledge sharing in a particular area, for decision-making process support, for project process development clarification. A well-chosen analogy or diagram can make all the difference when trying to communicate a difficult idea to someone, especially a non-expert in the field. Ontology can survey the entire area as a whole, which facilitates understanding and helps to take into account various factors when solving problems.
Ontologies also can be used to visualize and analyse the employee's knowledge and understanding. Through visual inspection the manager can assess the employee and it is possible to detect gaps and misunderstandings in his/her cognitive model of the learnt knowledge. But all specialists are individuals, and they may disagree among themselves.
